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Abstract
The tokamak is the most successful fusion experiment today. Despite this, the
conventional tokamak has a long way to go before being realized into an economically viable power plant. In this master thesis work, two alternative tokamak
configurations to the conventional tokamak has been studied, both of which
could be realized to a lower cost. The fusion potential of the spherical and the
compact tokamak have been examined with a comparison of the conventional
tokamak in mind.
The difficulties arising in the two configurations have been treated from a
physical point of view concerning the fusion plasma and from a technological
standpoint evolving around design, materials and engineering. Both advantages
and drawbacks of either configuration have been treated relative to the conventional tokamak.
The spherical tokamak shows promising plasma characteristics, notably a
high O-value but have troubles with high heat loads and marginal tritium breeding.
The compact tokamak operates at a high plasma density and a high magnetic field enabling it to be built considerably smaller than any other tokamak.
'The most notable down-side being high heat loads and neutron transport problems.
With the help of theoretical reactor studies, extrapolating from where we
stand today, it is conceivable that the spherical tokamak is closer of being realized of the two. But, as this study shows, the compact tokamak power plant
(concept offers the most appealing prospect.
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Chapter

Introduction
1.1

Background

The tokamak is the most successful fusion experiment today. It relies on a powerful magnetic field to confine the fusion plasma. The tokamak consists of a
core shaped like a torus, resembling a big doughnut. This torus houses the fusion plasma, contained inside the torus by a magnetic field. The torus sape has
proven to be the best configuration for stability and energy confining reasons for
the fusion plasma. To reach the fusion domain where fusion reactions can take
place high temperatures > 100 million 'C) and high densities (- 10" m-')
are needed in the plasma. At these extreme conditions the only mean to control
the fusion plasma is by magnetic fields in te order of several teslas.
These magnetic fields are generated by currents rnning through large coils,
these coils are depicted shematically for the conventional tokamak i figure 1. 1 1].

P.0.6,1A gwld
"ug"' t

.....1AIi Id

Figure L: Schematic view of a conventional tokamak.
The fsion plasma is contained y elical hues of force o toroidal surfaces generated by these external field coils and by currents iiiside te plasnia Te central
solenoid magnet is responsible for iducing it Citing current i t
pasilla,
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which together with additional external heating rises its temperature to fusion
levels. This additional heating of the plasma is needed for any tokamak configuration and it could be either radio waves or a beam of neutral particles being
injected into the plasma (or a combination).
The main problem for any tokamak is the question of power balance; the
problem of generating economically significant energy gains; the ability to extract more power from the fusion core than has been put in, in order to run the
reactor and sustain the plasma.
It is not until we reach the threshold of positive power balance that a useful
fusion power plant can be considered. Tokamak experiments of today are just
knocking at the fusion door leading into the room furnished with the desired
values of temperature and plasma density which would enable fusion with a
positive power balance.
In order to reach the desired fusion domain the reactor of a conventional
tokamak has to be very big and therefore costly. The new fusion reactor TER
(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) that is about to be built,
will carry a price tag of - 6 billion euro 2 Even so, it is only a machine
to test the physics behind fusion and it is not meant to be a full blown power
plant producing electricity at an economically acceptable level. It goes without
saying that it would be desirable if a fusion power plant could be realized at a
lower cost.
That is why other configurations of the conventional tokamak are being
considered. They essentially employ the same basic techniques, but have the
advantage that they could be made smaller thereby lowering the capital cost of
building a functional and economical power plant.

1.2

Tokamak configurations

Two alternative tokamak configurations that have been put forward are the
concepts of; Spherical Tokamak (ST) and Compact Tokamak (CT).
We will present these concepts here, describing them and comparing them
to a conventional tokamak. In the next chapter we will see a description of their
positive and negative features relative to a conventional tokamak.
1.2.1

Compact tokamak

The most significant feature of a CT is its size compared to a conventional
tokamak (see figure 12 3 This enables the plasma to achieve a higher density thereby offering a shortcut to the fusion domain. In order to contain tis
dense plasma the CT operates with a much higher toroidal magnetic field,
BT -_ 12 - 1 T than a conventional machine, BT - 3 T.
The two compact machines envisioned in figure 12, FIRE 4 and Ignitor
[5] together with ITER, are experimental concepts to study a burning plasma.
It is a plasma that can sustain (in theory) the fusion reactions on its own accord and doesn't rely upon external heating to keep up the temperature ad
keep fusion reactions going. These two concepts do not qualify for a pure CT
power plant concept since they do not deal with shielding and tritium breeding
problems. Instead they have been studied for the sole purpose of exploring tile
physics of a compact, igh magnetic field configuration.
4
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Three Options
(same scale)

FIRE

ITER-FEAT

IGNITOR

Figure 12: Comparison in size between a conventional and a compact tokamak
(note the humans!).
The CT offers an attractive alternative to the conventional tokamak on the
basis of a vastly reduced cost. It will be examined closely in the subsequent
chapters. Especially the reactor study of the Ptiggatron 6 power plant concept will be helpful in order to investigate the fusion potential of the CT (see
section 62 page 45).
1.2.2

Spherical tokamak

The ST-concept which is te other main alternative to a conventional tokamak
offers a different approach, not so much in size s a CT, but with a significantly different configuration of the reactor. Its ain feature is that the Tcoils (Toroidal Field) has been replaced with a long single turn solenoid right
through the center of the reactor, pictured here in figure 13 7 This long
solenoid (which henceforth will be referred to as, the center-post) performs te
same job as the T-coil i a conventional tokamak, setting up a toroidal magnetic field in the plasma, by the means of a large current > 20 MA) running
through it.
However, significantly bigger than te CT, te ST can aso be made in a
more compact manner compared to a conventional tokamak, due to its gconictry. It has a vastly reduced aspect ratio, te ratio between te torus radilL ad
the radius of the torus cross section, and terefor(! could be built tighter.
The concept of the ST and the physics behind it, is pursued in the two
foremost experiments today; MAST [81 (Mega Anp Spherical Tokamak) at
Culham, England and NSTX 91 National Spherical Torus Experiment at
Princeton, USA. These experiments offers the latest ad ost promising fusion
physics parameters, which are used in this study.
5
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Figure 13: Cross section of a ST power plant (ARIES-ST).

A more practical help examining the ST power plant concept, are the theoretical reactor studies that have been made. These are aimed at presenting an
economically and practically viable fusion power plant, extrapolating physics
and technological issues from where we stand today. The foremost ST-studies
being; ARIES-ST [10] (Advanced Reactor Innovation and Evaluation Study)
and STPP [11] (Spherical Tokamak Power Plant). A cross section of the former is being presented in figure 13. Great care has been taken to examine ad
evaluate these proposed power plants.

1.3

Fusion reactions

The governing idea behind fusion energy is to extract energy by mrging two
lighter atomic nucleus forming a heavier, thereby releasing energy in the process.
In theory any two atomic nuclei up to Fe in the periodic table could do, but te
heavier the element the harder it is to overcome te coulomb repulsion merging
two nuclei. Therefore it has been proposed for the first generation of fusion
6
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reactors to use deuterium (D) and tritium (T) as fuel, following the reaction
D+T

-- + He4(3.5 MeV) + n(14.1 MeV)

(1. 1)

These hydrogen isotopes require the least energy (thermal velocity) to overcome the coulomb barrier thus merging into He 4. They show a fusion threshold
cross section at 7 keV, which correspond to a temperature of - 80 million C
of the fusion constituents, as displayed in figure 14 121. The other two reactions (D - D and D - He3) requires much higher temperatures to overcome the
repulsive coulomb barrier in order to fusion. However, they have the advantage
of not employing tritium as one fusion component, which could be an advantage
in the CT-concept. But employing either D - D or D - He 3as fuel will lead
to much higher demand on plasma density and temperature.

W
N,

I )-I k-

Figure 14: Cross sections for D - T, D - D and D - He3 reactions
It seems that in the first generation of fusion reactors the only feasible fuel at
our disposal will be D - T, since it offers the easiest way to reach the conditions
in which fusion is possible. In a way it is the most inflammable fuel!
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Chapter 2

Features of the spherical
and compact tokamak
The power plant concepts of ST and CT offers positive as well as negative
features compared to a conventional tokamak. These will be presented shortly
in this chapter and the negative features will be further explored in subsequent
chapters. The negative features of a tokamak can be split into two main categories; physical issues concerning the fusion plasma and technological issues
concerning the engineering of the fusion producing core. The former will be
dealt with in chapter 3 and 4 and the latter will be treated in and 6.

2.1

Spherical tokamak

The main feature of the ST is the center-post, enabling it to operate at a smaller
aspect ratio (see figure 21 7 Aspect ratios for a ST power plant would range
between 14 - 1.8 compared to about 3 for ITER 21. This shape brings forward
a number of advantages. One being that because it does not need to be as large
as a conventional machine for the same fusion performance, it will cost less to
build.
This low aspect ratio will also allow a very high plasma beta ), where 3 is
defined as the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, i.e. the amount of plasma
pressure that can be sustained by the magnetic field provided by the tokamak.
This is a measure of the reactor efficiency, because a high allows a relatively
high plasma pressure and hence a higher fusion plasma density can be obtained.
This offers the possibility of a power plant with a smaller fusion production
core (FPC)than in more conventional larger aspect ratio designs for the same
total fusion power, but increases the demand on material technology. This
factor is likely to have the most influence of the cost of electricity produced by
a tokamak fusion power plant. Record 0-values have been achieved in the STconfiguration, more than three times as high than in a conventional machine.
Furthermore, the low aspect ratio permits stability at high elongation sape
of torus cross section is elongated vertically), providing it igh bootstrap crrent
fraction in the plasma, which is a measure of the plasma driven current in order
to sustain fusion reactions without additional heating currents (values of 95%
is possible) 7 This high elongation also results in a heat wall loading which
8
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Center Post
He khrifWs
Divertor Shield
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or Man
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Q=

_W Coil

Si*V Joints
Figure 21: Schematic view of the fusion production core of a ST.
is more uniform over the first wall components, giving them a longer life before
replacement is required.
Other positive features include:
• Plasma energy confinement time (a measure of thermal insulation) is at
least as good in a ST as in a conventional machine of comparable size and
fusion power output.
• The ST seems more resilient to major disruptions than conventional tokamaks can suffer, in which the plasma current terminates suddenly causing
stress on the machine structure.
• Plasma stability is vital for the efficiency of the machine. The toroidal
magnetic field needed to keep the plasma stable can be a factor of 0
less in a ST than in a conventional tokamak axrying the same plasma
current, meaning a substantial gain in efficiency, i.e. plasma performance
for engineering cost.
On the negative side is high heat loads on the first wall, marginal tritium breeding and uncertainties concerning the center-post especially when considering
9
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radiation damage. These issues will be treated in section 61.

2.2

Compact tokamak

The CT main feature, as its name suggests, is its small size compared to a
conventional tokamak. This enables the CT power plant concept to be realized at a vastly reduced cost. The CT can operate at a high plasma density
(> 1021 M-1), thereby offering a shortcut to the fusion domain. However, this
enhanced plasma density comes at a price in form of a higher required magnetic
field to contain the plasma. Toroidal magnetic fields of - 15 T is required,
compared to T for a conventional reactor. To achieve such high fields and
meet the compact design requirements, a CT needs to have its T-coils inside
any surrounding blanket and shield. Figure 22 envisages this point although
this machine does not constitute a full reactor concept since it is deprived of
any tritium generating blanket and shield [5]. Nevertheless, it demonstrates the
tight compact design picturing the placement of the TF-coils.

Gary
r

X_-P].Y'rrTX1

FT

T.

IC 1

3.:I-

JR

Figure 22: A cross section of a CT without a tritium generating banket.
The CT of Ignitor offers a way of studying the concept of a burning plasma;
10
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a state of the reactor in which the fusion reactions and temperature in the plasma
are sustained solely by heating from the fusion products (a-particles) and additional heating has been switched off. This would be a favorable situation from
the view of the overall power balance of a fusion reactor.
Other positive features besides high plasma density and low cost would include:
• High stability of the plasma due to its high

agnetic field.

• Since the plasma density can be made so high the CT can offer a path to
tritium poor fusion, employing fuels other than tritium, thereby skirting
the trouble with tritium breeding.
• High fields offer the best way to achieve ignition of te plasma, employing
a-particle heating thereby enhancing the overall fusion economy.
There are of course several down-sides to tese positive features compared to a
conventional tokamak. The most notable being high heat loads on the inward
lying TF-coils and on the irst wall. Since the inward area of the torus is much
smaller in a CT than in a conventional tokamak, the same amount of power
generated in a CT will have less surface to be absorbed by, leading to greater
heat loads and increased demands on aterials.
Of major concern is neutron transport through the TF-coils. Since the first
generation of CT-reactors probably will utilize D - T as fuel it is important
that the neutrons are put to use in the blanket, generating tritium in as big a
quantity as possible. Traveling through the TF-coils the neutrons are absorbed
to a great extension, rising a big question ark over the possibilities to manage
the tritium economy in a CT power plant concept. Tis issue casts a dark
shadow on the whole CT-configuration of having the TF-coils inside te first
wall and blanket. and it will be carefully treated i section 62.
A ore delicate point to the CT-concept is te question of down-time. Since
the heat loads are so extreme o the inward lying TF-coils it is ot conceivable
that they can be made super-conducting. Instea oe has to rely o plsing
them for relatively short intervals, followed by a uch longer cooling priod in
order for the coils to recuperate from heat-loads ad fusion neutrons. This cooling period is known as the down-time of te machine. Depending on te power
output of the reactor tis downtime can vary significantly. Lowering the fusion
power output eans longer plses and shorter downtime ad the cance to rn
the reactor at tighter itervals. Tis would call for a se of running several reactors i parallel, compensating for lowering the individiial ower otput of oe
reactor an hnce te cost, advantage gined by employing a CT ower plant
concept compared to a conventional tokamak will get nllified. Tis delicate
balance will be further examined i chapter 7.
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Chapter 3

Physical issues
This chapter will focus on the physical problems arising in a ST and CT.
The fusion plasma will be treated from the viewpoint of its most important
parameters, those needed for reaching the fusion domain and those concerning
stability of the plasma.
The problem of achieving a positive power balance, i.e. more power out than
in, for a future power plant will be treated with the help of the all-embracing
Lawson model.

3.1

Plasma parameters

As mentioned in the introduction, fusion will not happen by change. Great temperatures and plasma densities are required to overcome the repulsive coulomb
barrier in order for the strong attractive nuclear force to dominate. By far the
most important plasma parameters to achieve thermonuclear fusion is; plasma
density (n), temperature (T), confining magnetic field (B) and the energy confinement time (rE). These parameters can be viewed upon as 'knobs' that can
be adjusted to reach the desired fusion domain with a positive power balance.
And that is really the key issue; positive power balance.
Having once reached the fusion domain it is important to check the restraining parameters; beta (3), Greenwald density (nG) and wall heat-load (P.,,,).
In order to say anything about the fusion plasma we need to calculate the
production of fusion power per m 3 (131. The reaction rate for fusion reactions
can be written R _ 1n < V >12. The factor < av > is called the reactivity
for different fusion reactions. The reactivity for the most common fusion constituents are graphically presented in figure 31.
The reactivity is the governing factor behind the efficiency for every fusion
reaction. We will here only look at the reaction where D - T is used as fuel,
corresponding to I and 2 in the above formula. The density of the two fusion
constituents is assumed to be equal, so we have nD = nT = n/2 T
fsion
power per m 3 can then be written
Pf" = n
4

< OV >DT EDT

12
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-PL
10
T7.5B Mev
22
A

10-

V

-23
10
11.32 MeV

lual
D(Ln)He'
3.27 Mev
p)T
Mev

id

id'

T OGM

id'

Figure 31: Reactivity as function of ion temperature.

where EDT is te energy released per D - T reaction; 17.6 MeV.
The energy confinement time TE depends primarily on the configuration of
the reactor and the plasma. Te expression for TE i empirical and it is extracted
from fusion experiment to (late. It consists of two scaling modes, low ode (Lmode) and high ode (H-mode), and we will assume access to the H-mode
throughout this study. Th epirically obtained scaling law for the H-niodel
can be written
TE

11.06R"a-0-11NO
0.053 7)
-

3('(TI/ lo2O)O.l7

P101 16 7

Bo -32

.41

(3.2)

where I is te plasma crrent in
A, R te
ajor radius in m, a the inor
radius in , is te elongation of the plasma t
ratio of te
igger radius
to the inor radius of the plasma cross sction), n is the plasma ensity
is
the agnetic field in T, A is the atomic mass of te ions ad Pi,, the external
power to heat te plasma in A1W. Since 32) is bsed o results acquired in
existing tokainaks the energy confinement time clculated from values extrapolated from tese results to fit a fture reactor, is ighly uncertain.
The O-value is a measure of te efficiency of the magnetic field to confill a
'Wcsson, Clarendon Press-Oxford, 1997
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plasma at a given pressure, and is defined as
< P>
B2/2juO

(3.3)

where < p > is the volume averaged plasma pressure, written as p = 2neT.
Why this,3 is so important stems from the fact of the following little argument:
Rom equation 3.1) and 3.3), and keeping in mind that the reactivity < v >
is nearly proportional to T2 in the fusion area (see figure 31), we can write
PfUS o n2T2 <

O
T2

2B4

>

Therefore, in order to maximize the power output of the reactor it is important
that the)3-value and the corresponding magnetic field are as big as possible.
The Greenwald density

n

is defined as
n

= IP 1o2O
7ra2

(3.4)

where Ip is the plasma current in MA. The Greenwald density together with
the plasma density forms a ratio, which sets a condition on how big the plasma
density can be before the plasma loses its stability. This loss of stability is
due to an increase of particle density at the plasma boundary, this leads to
greater radiation losses which can trigger instabilities that propagates through
the plasma thereby terminating it. The empirical condition for the Greenwald
ratio is written as
n <
no

(3.5)

The ratio is a limiting condition on any tokamak fusion plasma and it must be
checked before a new reactor configuration and plasma density can be considered.
Now we are in the position of formulating the Lawson-criterion, which will
help us sort out the fusion parameters.

3.2

The Lawson model

A minimum requirement for any fusion plasma is that the collected energy from
the fusion reactions must be at least as great as the direct energy losses in
the plasma 131. The Lawson-criterion puts a condition on the required plasma
density and temperature that is needed for a positive power balance, also taking
the energy confinement time into consideration.
The direct losses from the plasma can be written as
P

=n

2T 1/2

+ 3neT

(3.6)

TE

where the first term expresses losses from bremsstrahlung and the second term
expresses kinetic plasma energy 2(3/2)neT divided by the energy confinement
time. Now, looking at the crude reactor model of figure 32 we can formulate
14
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'11w i ii iort u,:J1c;i r

piw-r

Pr

-A.

Figure 32: Power flows in a simple Lawson model.
the Lawson criterion 121.
The net yield from the fusion plasma must be greater than the power heating
the plasma. The collected power from the plasma we can call P f . + PL. The
power that can be used to heat the plasma is reduced with the efficiency factor
77 after conversion to electricity in the generator and to plasma heating power.
This 71 is of the order 03 - 04, taken here to be = 13. The power balance
now requires that P < 7(Pf,,., + PL). This together with 3.1) ad 3.6) yields
n-rE >

3eT
> Eful -

I4 <

(3.7)
aT1/2

Since the right hand side is a function of temperature only, this criterion can be
displayed graphically. With our values of q = 13 and a = .7 x 10-38 J/2,M3S-1
[131 we get the plot of figure 33 121. The curve has a minimum at T 25 keV
(- 290 million 'C) , where the requirement is that nrE > 6 x 10" M-3S.
For any given temperature of the fusion plasma it is a necessary requirement
that we lie above the curve. This puts a limit on the critical density and the
confinement time of the fusion plasma.
Any reactor configuration coming under consideration must now be examined with the help of (12) and 3.7) in order to get a critical density which must
be attained in the reactor. Then the job is to check the restraining parameters
with 3.3) and 3.5) together with P ...al in order to see if the reactor configuration can handle plasma stability and heat loads.
The performance of the Lawson model can be enhanced by letting part of
a-particles that emerge from the fusion reactions heat the plasma itself. If the
a-particle heating is as great as the power loss PL, then the external heating can
be turned off and we have a burning plasma, i.e. a plasma that is self-sustained.
A burning plasma is however not necessary in order to reach an overall positive
power balance, a driven plasma can work as ell. One advantage of retaining
as much as possible of the a-particles for plasma heating, besides using less
external power, is that the wall load (P .11)drops slightly.
A major flaw of the model in figure 32 is the arrow pointing out from the
generator. It does not indicate any net power poduced by the reactor. Therefore, in order to consider a net power output of say P.4 -_ 1000 MW, the
product of n-rE in figure 33 need to be significantly above the graph. In prac15
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Figure 33: Graph of nrE against T, the product nrE must lay above the graph.
tice this is manifested by a higher required critical plasma density.
In order to calculate the required critical density of the fusion plasma, Pt
needs to be incorporated in the Lawson model. Looking at the Lawson model
in figure 32 and including the net power output P,t, the power balance can be
written
71(Pf..

+

PL)

VP

t = PL VP

P.

(3.8)

Note that equality is used here in order to find the critical density, the requirement is that the plasma density is higher than stated in the condition 3.8).
Since Pfu, and P is units of W/m 3 we also have to multiply with the plasma
volume Vp.
Solving 3.8) for the energy confinement time E and using 3.1) and 36)
we get
P-Ut
VP

n2
77-

4

< UV 11>
Ef us

1
) 77- 1

2

- an T

/2
1

3neT

(3.9)

Equation 3.9) and (3.2) orms a system with the two unknowns, the critical
plasma density n and the energy confinement tme _. This system is hard to
solve due to the less than linear powersof n Instead the plan is to form a a
function only depending on the criticaldensity n, by writing equation 3.2 as
I1.06RI-9a-0-Il.0-60(n/1020)0.17BO.32AO.41
f (n

= 005

P

p%67

TE

(3.10)

and substituting rE with the expression in 3.
By putting this function
f (n =
we can receive a value on-the critical density n. Note that Pin in this
function is represented by the heating power to the fusion plasma and equals
the eft hand side of 3.8); Pin
77(Pfu. + P) Vp - P.t.
With a given reactor configuration (ST or 4CT) and its plasma parameters, the function f (n

=

is solved by MATLAR to yield a value of the
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3.2

critical plasma density. This is done wth different scenarios for te net power
output P,t in order to investigate what aximal density can be allowed in the
reactor configuration due to its restraining parameters and thereby putting a
limit of how much power can be extracted for a given reactor configuration.
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Power output and plasma
density requirement
As stated in the previous section 32, the power output of a fusion power plant
is examined with equation 3.9) and 3.10), putting a condition on the required
plasma density. This will be done here for a ST and a CT power plant concept.
In order to examine the power output the plasma- and reactor parameters of
ARIES-ST and Ignitor are used and the high mode of the energy confinement
time is used for both configurations. It is therefore necessary to extrapolate
parameters achieved by experiments today in order to reach a positive power
balance and examine the physics consequences on a reactor with different net
power output scenarios.

4.1

Spherical tokamak

A model ST power plant would yield a net power output in the region 100 1200 MW. Here we examine the case with ARIES-ST 7 and a net power
output of P.t 1000 MW. The reactor parameters and fusion parameters are
given here in table 4 I.
With these parameters the critical density is calculated to n
139 x
1020 M-3,
i.e. the density has to be above this value in order for the Lawson
criterion to be valid. This value corresponds reasonably well with the suggested
value of n > 156 x 1020 M-3 for ARIES-ST. With a Greenwald density of
nG
226 x 1020 M1,
this leads to a Greenwald ratio of 062, more than
meeting the stipulated value of n/nG < 1Higher net power output scenarios calls for an increased ion density and
thereby a higher Greenwald density, as depicted in figure 4 1. It starts at P,,,t 1000 MW, and this configuration can still meet the Greenwald ratio limit with
a net power output of P,t = 1600 MW (n/nG = 075 M-3).
However, as we
will see, the heat load gets intolerable at such a high net power output.
The range of the net power output is here taken to be from Pt = 1000 MW
to Po,, = 1300 MW. The condition of the Greenwald ratio is still met by a
net power output of P,t > 1300 MW, but this configuration of a ST hws
trouble of meeting the heat load design constraints above a net power output of
1300 MW due to a higher required plasma density. The shape of the graph with
18
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Parameter
R, major radius
a, minor radius
K, elongation
Vp, plasma volume
A, first wall area
1p, plasma current
B, magnetic field
A, atomic mass number
T, ion temperature
< av > reactivity
Efus, energy per reaction
ci, radiation constant
e, electron charge
77,efficiency factor

4.1

Value
3.2
2.0
3.745
850
670
28.4
2.1
2.5
16
0.28 x 1-21
17.6
1.7 x 10-38
1.6 x 10-19
1/3

Unit
M
M
M3
M2
MA
T
AMU
keV
M3/S

Mev
J 1/2 M3/S

C

Table 41: Table of relevant parameters for a typical ST power plant.
monotonically increasing values of the density and the subsequent Greenwald
ratio with increasing net power output is hardly surprising since higher net
outputs requires higher plasma densities.
As indicated, a ST power plant concept employing these ARIES-ST
ThefIrwAvidmIlownhomfim cdnelpa
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Figure 4 : Critical density and Greenwald ratio increases with greater net
power output.
parameters can be submitted -to a hWw net.power- output than the odel
projected P,t = 1000 MW and'still met te Greenwald ratio limit. However,
the defining design constraint conoernft the*16M plasma is not the Greenwald
limit but rather the heat load-on the first wa1The first wall can sustain an averW heat wall load of about MWIM 2
and a peak heat load of slightly more. Figure 62 in section 61 gives an idea
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of the heat loads of a ST. Rom here it is obvious, that already a net power
output of 1000 MW from the power plant, results in a total heat load of about
P..1 = MW/m 2, which just touches the limit for what can be tolerated by
the material in the first wall.
It is clear from this argument that from a restraining point of view the
x id'

Meet Wd an WM wall as kwvW of not power output.
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Figure 42: Heat wall load increasing with net power output.
heat- and neutron loads on the first wall and blanket in a ST is what puts a
limit on how much power that caube -extracted from the reactor. Increasing
the net power output leads to a required higher lasma density and thereby
higher heat loads, which could qnlySechecked by changing the configuration,
i.e. increasing the size of the fizion-power core. .
The conclusion for a ST power phInt concept that employs the configuration
and parameters of ARIES-ST is that a net power output of about 1000 MW is
a reasonable scenario for anyouggested. ST power plant. This calls for a plasma
density of n > 14 x 1020 m3--Looklmg at figure 4.2 it is lear that an increase
in the net pwer output leads to ncreased heat loads on the first wall and the
power plant design parameters must carefully be considered with the maximum
P,,.Ii in mind.
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4.2

4.2

Compact tokamak

Concerning the CT, its plasma parameters and size, there is no possible way
in which to extract as much power as 1000 MW from a single compact reactor.
Instead, net power outputs of roughly 1/10 : th is suggested for a CT compared
to that for a ST.
The consequences for a CT is examined here with a scenario of P,,,t
100 MVV and considering the parameters and size of Ignitor and FIRE. Typical parameters for a CT
is presented in table 42.
A net power output of 100 MW results in a critical plasma ion density
of about I X 1021 M-3,
which is roughly six times as great than in a ST.
At that density the Greenwald ratio is - 06 (with a Greenwald density of
nG =
.58 x 1021 M-3 ) and the peak wall heat load is - 12 MW/M2. Note
that a CT can sustain a peak heat load significantly igher than a ST since
the burn time (pulse) is that much shorter i a CT than in a ST. Values up to
P,,,,11 = 25 MW1'rn 2 have been considered for FIRE 4.
Trying to increase the net power output in our model CT leads, as in the
ST case, to an increase in the required critical plasma density with subsequent
increase in the Greenwald ratio and heat wall load. The Greenwald ratio already gets out of line with an increase of the net power output from 100 MW
to 300 MW, when the Greenwald ratio rises from - 060 to the critical value
1.0 (see figure 43).
Parameter
R, major radius
a, minor radius
K, elongation
Vp, plasma volume
A, first wall area
1, plasma crrent
B, agnetic field
A, atomic mass umber
T, ion temperature
< ov > reactivity
Efus, energy per reaction
a, radiation constant
e, electron charge
il, efficiency fctor

Value
1.32
0.47
1.83
10
36
11
13
2.5
11
0.13 x 10 21
17.6
1.7 x 10-'s
I.(; X lo-,"
1/3

Unit,
77L

"I
711,3

M2
AIA
T
AMU
keV
M3 /',

AIcv
C

Table 42: Table of rlevant prameters for a typical CT

ower pant.

The conditio o the heat wll load is ven more delicate sowing critical
values (P,,,.Il -_ 25 MWIn 2) at a nt ower otput of - 250 MW (see figure
4.4).
Th oly eans to incrmse the net ower output from a CT is to icrease
its size in order to anage higher eat ods I doing so the advantages of a
compact concept is lost, especially keeping it sniall in oder to reduce the cost.
Therefore, it is a fairly accurate predictio tat CT ower plant will produce
a net power output i te range 100 - 200 M W. At tat power range a reactor
21
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can be manufactured at the proposed size and with the fusion parameters at
a reasonable level. At Pt = 100 MW the plasma density will need to be
n > X 1021 M-3.
A comparison between the ST and the CT concerning net power output reveal a considerable difference (P,,.. = 1000 MW compared to Pt = 100 MW
respectively). But one has to bear in mind that a CT power plant concept
could be realized at vastly reduced cost (due to its size) compared to a ST
power plant, thereby making it possible to build 10 CT's in order to achieve
the same net power output as a ST power plant. The cost of running 10 CT's
parallel compared to one ST has to be taken into account and also the down
time and service time of the reactors. A more detailed analysis considering these
issues will be pursued in chapter 7.
As a conclusion to this section it can be stated, that from a physics point
of view a net power output in the region 100 - 1200 MW for a ST and
100 - 200 MW for a CT is possible.
The Geewald ratio as a function of not Dower out
1.3
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Figure 43: Greenwald ratio and critical density for a CT increasing with net
power output.
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4.2

Heat load on first wall as function of net power output.
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Figure 44: Heat wall load increases with nt power otput, critical for a CT
at P,,,,, > 200 MW.
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Chapter

'][Tritium handling in the
blanket
In the first generation of fusion reactors the tritium supply will constitute a
weak link 141. Tritium (T) is an unstable isotope 3H of ydrogen, it decays
radioactively through /3-emission. It has a half-life of 12.4 years and it therefore
occurs naturally in very limited quantities. Calculations shows that there only
exists about 20 kg tritium in the whole world at any given moment. Tritium
can however, be manufactured by bombarding lithium with neutrons, through
the two main reactions:
6Li+ 'n
7 Li
'n

,
,

'He+ T
48 MeV
4He+T+'n'-2.5MeV

(5.1)
(5.2)

If a fusion reactor will have deuterium-lithium (D-L) as fuel it is important
that tritium can be manufactured in the reactor in at least as big a quantity that
is consumed in the fusion process, or else the tritium you had from the beginning
will be depleted. Through the neutrons that originates from the fusion process
it is possible, in the blanket that surrounds the fusion plasma, to create lithium
through the above reactions.
The second reaction is endothermic and yields a slow neutron and it is this
reaction that enables tritium breeding. The cross section for these reactions are
shown in figure 5.1. The 6Li(na)T-reaction can use slow (thermal) neutrons
while the 7Li(n, n', a)T-reaction has a threshold near 3 MeV, and require fast
neutrons [15].
The following section is a crude but illuminative calculation showing that it
is possible to meet the tritium need in a reactor, and even create a small amount
of surplus. The study is performed on a imaginary shield, which can look vastly
different and be made out of different materials.

5.1

'Tritium production

We will assume a sield profile which simplified looks like figure 52

Nutrons

will be absorbed in every layer, but will only produce tritium where the lithium
is situated. Natural lithium is composed of 92.6% 7 Li and 74% 'Li 14], and
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Figure 5.1: The reaction cross section as a function of te neutron energy.
both isotopes are submitted to neutron interaction i wich tritium is produced.
An exact calculation would take into account that tire neutrons are Maxwelldistributed both in space and in energy. We shall assume here that te neutrons
from the fusion plasma is divided into two groups of eergy, above and beneath
4 MeV, and only look in oe imension radially otward in te shield. Tis
simplified view compares well with a more exact calculation, it even points to a
somewhat higher tritium production.
The division is motivated because te cross section for te 7Li-reaction
is
not aking any impact beneath 4 MV a tat tile cross section for te 6Lireaction drastically decreases above that neutron energy level, see figure 5.1.
Our simplified shield is comprised of three regions tat are assumed lionlogeneous:
Region 1: First wall against the fusion plasma I 7n tick arid consists of pure nobium (Nb).
Regio 2 Cooling and ain structure, 60cm tick ad onsists of % Nb and 94%
natural lithium.
Region 3 Graphite

ioderator-reflector, 30cm thick.

As a further simplification all neutrons tat reach te graphite is ssume to
be thermalized ad reflected back into regio 2.
Th nutrons resulting front the eaction 'Li(n, n, a)T a all assumed to
fall into the thermal energy range < 4 AlIeV ad tat tese will interact oly
through te Li(n, aT-reaction.
The high energy 14 McV-neiitrons from th fsion pasina will ause asinall
neutron breeding effect in te Nb first wll through te reaction 141
43

NI +

n-

Tr
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Nb

(5.3)
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N\
N,

Figure 52: Cross section of the shield.
with a cross section Of O,2=0.4 b for the high energy neutrons, quickly failing
to zero beneath 10 MeV. We also have an absorption in the niobium with a
cross section Orab,=2.0 b that is nearly constant in the energy range 315 MeV.
We assume that every neutron originating from the (n, 2n)-reaction is born in
the igh energy region, so that it results in an effective cross section of
(O'abs)eff

Orabs -

rn,2n

16 b

From figure 53 we can estimate the cross section for 7Li. For the reaction
we note that the cross section goes from 03 b at 14 MeV to
about 04 b between 6 and 12 MeV through 02 b at MeV finally dropping
to virtually zero beneath 4 MeV. Therefore it is reasonable to give the cross
section an average value Of gLi = 035 b. By insisting that every thermal neutron
will react with 'Li and yield a triton we don't need its cross section.
We now are in the position that we can calculate the macroscopic cross
sections for Li and Nb through the formula
7Li(nn',a)T

E =

A

NAo,

(5.4)

Where p is the density, A the atomic weight, NA Avogadros constant 6.02 x
1023 mole-') and
is the cross section. The macroscopic cross sections for the
two materials is presented in table 5.1. It is worth noting the the inverted value

Nb
Li

A (g/rnol)
92.91
6.94

p glcM3)
8.4
0.534

E (CM -I)

0.087
0.015

Table 51: Macroscopic cross section (E)
of the macroscopic cross section, A E-', corresponds to the mean free path
of the 14 MeV-neutrons (in lithium
66 cm). In region I the only observable
effect is a diminution of the neutron flux through absorption. In region 2,
containing 94% lithium and 6 niobium, the macroscopic cross section for high
energy neutrons is
Eabs

= 094

ELi

+ 0.06ENb = 00193 cm-1
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Figure 5.3: Cross section for

7Li(n,

WeV

n', a)T as a function of neutron energy.

Thus, for every neutron that is absorbed from the high energy flux
0.94 ELi = 0.73
Eabs

tritons is created trough te 7Li(n, n', ce)T-reaction and an equal amount of
slow n'-neutrons tat in trn maximally produces one triton per fast nutron
via the6Li(n, a)T-reaction.
The neutron flux is given by
=

(5.5)

oe-r/A

where x stands for the thickness of te

aterial in which the neutrons travels,

A is the mean free path and 00 for the flux fro

te

wall. For our configuration it would mean a flux
)12
The flux of te

=

bO('-rII'

fast neutrons at te

fusion plasma oto
etween region I ad

te

first

2 of

= 0.917,)

interface between region 2 ad

3 is ten

023 = 012C- E,,1_60 = 02870(
Thus, te

tritium breeding in region 2 ca
T 26- - T 27

0 73

0.9170

b

cculated according

- 02870(

= 045900

where T26 and T27 stems from each Li-reaction mentioned
tritium from those neutrons that thermalizes and is
from the graphite (region 3

bove.

eflected back ito

We call that contribution for T,'
6

023 = 0.287(O

27

We also get

ad

rgio

receive

2
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The total tritium breeding from 6 Li amounts to
T =

T36

0.7460o

and the tritium breeding from 'Li simply is T 7 = T27 = 0.4590o. This leads us
finally to the total tritium production for the shield configuration, which is
T = T 6 + T 7 = 1.200o

(5.6)

Thus, for every neutron from the fusion plasma we receive 120 tritons.
An interesting comparison to this tritium breeding ratio is what happens if
the lithium content in region 2 would drop from 94% or the thickness of its layer
would increase. It is shown that there is a strong dependence on both lithium
content and thickness of the breeding layer on the tritium breeding ratio. A
lithium content of 88% would lead to the marginal ratio of T = .0 and 90%
lithium content corresponds to a T = .05.

5.2

Doubling time of tritium

What consequences does this tritium breeding ratio carry? Well, it helps us
decide the doubling time of tritium. Especially in the beginning of the first
generation of fusion reactors with D T as fuel, it is of importance that a
reactor not only can cope with its own tritium economy but is able to provide
new reactors with its supply of start-up tritium. One estimates that the need for
start-up tritium is about 4 kg and with a price tag of roughly 30, 000 dollarlg
[16] it is expensive (- 120 million dollar). Replacing existing inventories of
tritium is also necessary due to the fact that supplies dwindles fast due to the
short half-time. In a tritium based fusion technology it is important to monitor
your existing supply, and therefore the doubling time is a helpful tool. The
doubling time is, as the name indicates, the time it takes to double the amount
of tritium you had from the beginning.
We will here assume that the tritium inventory in the plasma is negligible
compared to the one in the blanket. Lets call that inventory I and we can for
the change of that inventory form the expression 14]
dI
dt

dI+
dt

dIdt

(5.7)

where () and (-) stands for creating and consuming of the tritium inventory.
The tritium production is simply defined as
T = dI+
dt

dIdt

(5-8)

and if we use the definition
di= -1 -dIdt
I dt

(5.9)

as the specific rate of the tritium consumption, the euations 5.7)-(5.9) call be
written as
dI
I

di- (T - 1dt
dt
28
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Now integrate (5.10), treating the specific tritium consumption rate di-Idt as
a constant. We end up with the doubling time t trough:
dl
I

di_ (T - 1dt
dt

Vo
diIn - = - (T - I)
Io
dt

2I.

10

2

t

=

dI
I

di"I
(T dt I

)dt

0,693
d' (T )
dt

(5.11)

The product of the specific power of the reactor and its fusion energy quivalent
gives us the the definition of te specific rate of the tritium consumption, which
with the estimations 141
Specific power of a fusion reactor
Fusion-energy equivalent

500 MWlkg Tritium
1.54 x 10-4 kg Tritium/MW day'

together with equation (5.1 1) allows us to write te doubling time as
t

=

-9.0
T-

days

(5.12)

With our T = 120 we get a doubling time Of t2 L- 45 days. It is worth noting
that if you should have a blanket with only a weak breeding ratio, lets say
T -_ 102 per D - T-neutron, it would mean a doubling time of several years,
however more than adequate to secure the tritium need for the reactor during its
lifetime. But, as mentioned for STPP, you need duc to uncertainties concerning
geometrical assumptions in eutron transport and ncertainties in nuclear data
lay 10% above zero production, with T -- 110, to be on te safe side.

'See appendix A
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Technological issues
As we have seen there are good possibilities for a future fusion reactor to manage
its own tritium supply, it depends on how you design the blanket and shield.
A shield and a tritium generating blanket in a future fusion reactor will not resemble the one in figure 52 page 26, it is only a sketchy drawing to support how
the calculation of the tritium production could be performed. The point being
that the principle is the same for more elaborate configurations, with several
materials involved and non-homogeneous structure.
Great demands are raised on the blanket and the shield concerning heat
loads, neutron radiation and tritium production. Demands that creates big
technological difficulties concerning the configuration and the choice of materials. Since these technological difficulties are one of the main obstacles on the
way to a future fusion reactor, we shall focus on them investigating the possibilities and enter the specific problems arising for ST's and CT's.
Since the lithium is consumed all the time it is not any good having it as a
fixed constituent in the blanket structure. The lithium needs to be transported
in special channels in the blanket so that new lithium can be brought forward
continuously. For this purpose one uses a lithium salt (LiSi) like in STPP, or a
flowing metallic lithium (LiPb) in ARIES-ST 17] together with He as coolant
(see figure 61). The blanket and shield need to be about 1.5 m thick in order
to stop the neutrons to cause any damage on outward lying magnets and other
parts. In figure 61 the first wall is 36 cm thick and consists of a ferritic steel,
the blanket is m thick and the outer He-cooling channels are 34 cm tick.
The tritium is born in each one of the channels and is led away together wth
the helium and are separated from each other. The system is closed enabling
the tritium to be recovered.
A big problem is that the materials degenerate and become embrittled after
being exposed to neutron radiation, they have to be replaced after 2 - 3 years of
use'. However, a configuration like figure 61 is able to withstand a momentary
heat load of 6 - MW/m2, which is very good.

'Considering ARIES-ST
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Figure 61: Part of ARIES-ST blanket in cross section, viewed from above.

6.1

Spherical tokamak

A ST has a unique configuration ad all in-vessel components are being exposed
to high neutron radiation. This leads to several engineering issues ad concerns
to the performance of te highly irradiated cmponents 17]. Especially the long
center-post is exposed to radiation and great heat loads, because tere simply
is not enough room for ay significant shie[d ad blanket Oe istinguishing
feature of a ST is its low aspect ratio, S11lething that would e lost if te cnterpost was to be covered with as thick a blanket ad sield ;is t otboard of
the torus. Inboard and Outboard is depicte i figure 13 section 12.
The question is, if a are center-post can withstand te high Treat loads
and radiation and if a sall inboard siel tat captures art of tile thermal
energy, economically and technologically oset the rawbacks of tile enter-post
Joule losses. In a ST the iboard first wall a( sield carrv aout 13% of te
nuclear treating wich is significant. It would be desirable if this power
be retained instead of wasted, it would enhance te conomic rospect of te
ST-concept. As we will see tere will never be ay discussion of an inboard
tritium generating blanket, tere is simply not my room.
An ivestigation of te neutron wall load is ssential for dtermining tile
radiation damage to te structure. If oe takes the reactor study of ARIESST were a fusion power of 2860 MW is produced with a total iner surface
torus area of - 700 2 it amounts to a avcrag wll loved of 33 AIVln,?'2' ince
neutrons constitute 80% of the fsion power. Figure 62
strates te poloidal
variation of te wall load for tl iner parts of te torus (IDP ad ODP stands
for Inner/Outer Divertor Platc). T neutro o peaks at 37
W/"-12 at
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the mid-plane of the inboard first wall and at 64 MW/m2 at the mid-plane for
the outboard. This leads to an average neutron wall load of 21 MW/m 2 for
the inboard and 46 MW/m 2 for the outboard. The peak values are essential
for assessing the radiation damage and components lifetimes, while the average
values are needed to determine thermal and activation parameters.
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Figure 62: Variation of the neutron wall load vertically from the mid-plane
(P".t = 1000 MW).
Three main technological trouble areas have been identified and they all
touches the FPC(FPC-FusionProduction Core). These areas will be processed
as separate parts and they include:
1.

ritium breeding

2. The center-post
3. First wall (FW), blanket and shield
6.1.1

rh-itiurn breeding

As indicated before, the configuration of a ST puts a limit to how big a fraction of the torus area can be used for tritium breeding. To fulfill tritium selfsufficiency in a ST is a challenging task, contrary to a conventional tokamak
where it is relatively easy. The center-post and the low aspect ratio rules out
an inboard tritium generating blanket. Further on the plasma support systems
(divertor, current-drive ad heating, etc) could cover 10% - 20% of the first wall
area.
Covering fraction The tritium breeding strongly depends on the blanket
covering fraction. If te aspect ratio increases, the outboard covering fraction
32
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decreases and it will be difficult to cover the tritium need only with the outboard blanket. How successful the tritium breeding is also depends on how big
a fraction of the neutrons falls on the outboard first wall. Its sare (NCFNeutron Covering Fraction) also depends on the aspect ratio. In figure 63 it
is visualized how the covering fraction for the neutrons (NCF) and the area
(ACF) varies with the aspect ratio both on the outboard ad the inboard wall.
Obviously the NCF is bigger than the AFC on the outboard, this confirms
the importance of 'the outboard for breeding, as tis is totally dependent on
neutrons. The situation is reversed on the inboard, de-emphasizing its importance for breeding.
Interesting for us from a ST perspective is what happens if the aspect ratio
is increased from say 125 till 1.8. This leads to a decrease of the outboard NCF
from 90% to 80%. This in turn translates to a - 0% loss of outboard tritium
breeding, which could spell trouble for a high aspect ST or in blankets with
marginal breeding ratio (T -_ 1.10). The existing suggestions for a ST-reactor
falls in the area of A = 12 - 1.8 for the aspect ratio, (A = 16 for ARIES-ST
and A = 14 for STPP). It is worth noting that ARIES-ST only has an outboard ACF of 60%.
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Besides the covering fractio te
ranicters. Here we shall consider-:

tritium

reeding

epends o

sveral pa-

• Material and type of reeder i te blanket.
• 'Li-enrichment.
• Tickness of the blanket.
• Type of

aterial and coolant i te

Inboar sield.

Type of breeder and blanket material As w ave se te
reeding ratio should be T = .10 or higher to meet the Uncertainties i the calculations.
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Several different materials have been proposed for the blanket to meet the demands on breeding. Here could be mentioned iIV, Li2O, Li2TiO31FS and
LiPbIFSISiClHe,all of them capable of meeting the demand T = .10. However, one has to compromise, take safety aspects into account, consider heat
loads and what is technically feasible and economically acceptable.
The Li/V-concept could easily meet the demand, but from a safety point
of view it is dangerous since lithium is chemically reactive with water, which is
used as a coolant in the center-post.
Li2TiO3 requires large amounts of beryllium as neutron multiplier to meet
T = .10. But beryllium react with water, is expensive 600 dollarlkg) and the
combination does not withstand high neutron wall load < 3 MW/m2).
Perhaps iO2 constitutes a more interesting concept. It consists of granules
that flows through the channels in the blanket by gravity. Calculations shows
that a blanket thickness of 60 - 80 cm would meet the demand. But there exists
some design issues, to treat free falling granules, that needs further investigation. Even STPP proposes granules of ceramic lithium orthosilicate (Li4siO4)
to breed tritium, but does not mention anything about the technical difficulties.

H

Fei r1lc Si evi
I0

Figure 64: Cross section of a tritium breeding unit cell
Considering ARIES-ST a blanket configuration as in figure 65 and 64 has
been suggested, with a material composition of LiPbIFSISiClHe. The first
wall (from here on First Wall, FW) consists of a ferritic steel (FS) which is an
alloy of Cr, W, V and Ta. It manages high heat loads and a temperature of
600'C and is a good heat conductor, which is important to avoid unnecessary
stress in the material. The FW is perforated by channels that runs toroidally
and is cooled with helium. A problem with a ferritic steel in the FW is te
ferrornagnetic effects and te influence it may have on the plasma through magnetic interactions. These effects are not known i detail and should be considered
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for further investigations.
The blanket comprises of four rows of square channels running poloidally and
are made out of FS. The silicon carbide SiC serves as an insulator between the
FS-structure and the flowing LiPb in the channels, see figure 64, everything
to keep the FS-temperature below 600'C.
The liquid metal LiPb enters in the bottom of the blanket and flows poloidally
upward in the first rows of cells closest to the FW, then turning at the top to
flow downwards in the three outer row of cells. When it leaves the blanket it
has a temperature of 700'C. The tritium is thereby separated before it goes
through a power converter Rankine- or Brayton cycle) with an estimated power
efficiency of 45%.
Since the breeding is sensitive to how much SiC is used, one can influence
it by the thickness of the SiC-inlets. With only a few millimeters the breeding
can greatly be influenced.
A big advantage using materials as FS and SiC in the blanket is their relatively short de-activation time, which is one of the top level conditions for a
fusion reactor, no component must exceed Class C low-level rad-waste. There
exists a class of low-activation ferritic steel alloys that are attractive for this application such as the modified F82H ferritic steel and the 9Cr - WVTa ferritic
steel (considered here) developed by ORNL (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
[17][181.
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Figure 6: outboard blanket cross section

If every parameter is left unchanged in the blanket you can
still influence the breeding With 6Li-enrichment. As seen from figure 66 we
meet or requirement on the tritium breeding ratio Yhtium Breeding Ratio,
TBR), TBR = , 10, at an enrichment level of 60%. It is possible to increase
the TBR with 5% only through a 6Li-enrichment
up to 90% a useful advantage
if the TBR is proven to be too weak in the final configuration of the reactor.
6Li-enrichment

Blanket thickness The thickness of the blanket plays a role for the breeding.
You can choose to extend the number of breeding cells in the blanket (see fig35
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ure 65), but it is important to keep in mind that the breeding is not as big in
every layer nor for that matter on every level counting from the mid-plane of
the reactor. More than 50% of the breeding is taking place in the first row of
cells, where the thickness of the SiC-inlets in particular controls the breeding of
the whole blanket. If the SiC should be discarded as an insulator all together it
would result in a 0% higher TBR. However, the heat stress on the surrounding
FS-steel would be too great and the LiPb would have a lower exit temperature
400'C) thereby having a lower thermal power conversion efficiency < 40%).
Moreover, the biggest breeding is taking place around the mid-plane, see
figure 67. This underlines the importance of keeping the mid-plane free from
openings, that could be used for heating and plasma diagnostics. If possible,
that kind of equipment should be pushed up or down in the FPC, only to
disturb the breeding as little as possible.
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Figure 67: Detailed tritium breeding in different rows of cells in the upper
of the reactor.
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Inboard considerations As seen from figure 63 the (NCF) is only 11%
on the inboard. Despite this, it is of importance tat not too many neutrons
get absorbed in the center-post and its shield, they are better needed in the
tritium generating parts. Therefore the choice of aterial and coolant on the
inboard has a bearing on the breeding. rom a purely protective standpoint, a
water cooled shield on the center-post is preferred to a He-cooled shield. But
the neutrons are slowed down and reduced in greater number by water than
by helium, which results in fewer neutrons getting reflected onto the tritium
breeding blanket on the outboard. Since the breeding of tritium is so marginal
as it is in a ST a He-cooled shield is preferable on the inboard.
6.1.2

The center-post

The center-post is the main focus of attention in a ST. It gives the machine its
distinctive characteristics and advantages oer a conventional tokamak. But it
is also the area of main concern.
The center-post is made up of a Cu-alloy and represent a single turn solenoid
for the TF. It is water cooled with cannels running through its core, see figure
6.8 [11]. The question here is if the center post can manage without a shield
and be able to withstand the damage caused by the neutrons. Tests have been
performed on this bare copper rod and confirmed a useful lifetime of only a
couple of months, quite too short for practical and economical reasons. So it
seems that it has to be protected with some kind of shield, but how thick?
Tapered
spiral plates

Steel

shield

Figure 68: Cross section of te conter-post
A sield around the center-post is not oly absolutely necessary for protection, but it also serves as a heat retailer. As mentioned before, t
iboard
shield carry about 13(/o of te
uclear lating, and it is desirable to retai tat
heat in te interest of the overall power-balance. Ai iboard sield offers a
chance to prolong the lifetime of the entcr-post, meet the Class C top-level
requirement and reduce the radiation damage to OW CU conductor and to rduce the change-out time frequency of the center-post tereby increLsiilg the
availability of the system.
But we are faced with a number of rade-offs T
igger h sield, te
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better for the above reasons. The downside is loss of tritium breeding and an
increase of Joule-losses in the center-post. So the task is to find the best compromise between contradicting factors and to maximize the output of the machine
to minimize the COE. It is a question of designing components from several
design constraints to optimize the overall design and not only considering what
is best for individual parts.
The design questions for the center-post evolves around:
• Material in the shield.
• Coolant for the shield.
• Thickness of the shield.
• Radiation effects and lifetime.
Material in the shield Candidates for shielding materials include ferritic
steel FS, W and WC. SiC would be a candidate, it offers good shielding
but contribute poorly to outboard tritium breeding due to higher absorption
of neutrons. There exists a strong dependence of the material chosen and the
damage to the center-post, indicated here in figure 69 as displacement per
atom per production year. The number of displacement per year (dpa) should
be < 50 dpa for it being acceptable. This clearly favors WC with water as
coolant.
1
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Figure 69: Center-post damage depending on material and thickness of the
shield.
However, although WC offers good protection on the center-post it has a
negative bearing on the outboard tritium breeding as displayed in figure 610.
It clearly favors FS as the material for the inboard shield.
Coolant in the shield Considering the choice of coolant, it is enlightening
to once more look at figures 69 and 610 A water-cooled sield is preferable to
a helium-cooled from a protective standpoint, but manages less well considering
the TBR. Admittedly, a water-cooled center-post would help to reduce te size
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Figure 610: Outboard TBR dependence on inboard shielding materials.

of the center-post shield. But, as we have seen in the previous section water
slows down and absorbs the neutrons resulting in less reflection to the outboard.
The use of heavy water (D20) could alleviate that effect somewhat, since it has
a lower neutron absorption cross section, and could be an alternative coolant to
ordinary water (see figure 611).
The ideal combination from a shielding point of view would be WC (or W)
for the structure and H20 (or D20) as coolant. This gives us the thinnest
possible shield and minimizes the center-post Joule losses. But with water as
a coolant it would be mch more difficult to retain the iboard heating than
with elium as a coolant. Te difficulty wth an independent igh temperature
water-cycle recovering the iboard heat would offset the benefits of te
drop in center-post Joule losses.
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drop in tritium breeding to a marginal level is also of major concern.
The ferritic-steel inboard shield with helium as coolant offers a far more
superior performance to other options, taking several issues into account.
Shield thickness The thickness of the inboard shield is of concern, especially
when it comes to Joule-losses in the Cu-center post. The thicker the shield, the
higher the Joule losses, but the better the shielding and neutron heat retention
(up to a certain point). It is shown that the gain due to the recovered inboard
heating more than compensate for the incremental Joule losses due to thicker
He-cooled shield.
A 10- to 15-cm thick shield and FW would do the trick of satisfying the outboard tritium breeding requirements and protect the center-post for - 3 FPY.
However, the main concern regarding the thickness of the center-post is the
question of power balance. A shield this thick (1 - 15 cm) may not necessarily
improve the overall balance. Instead, the governing factor of the inboard shield
thickness is the net power loss. The trade-off between the thermal power retained and the power lost in the center-post is balanced to reach to the optimal
thickness of the shield. This net power lost is plotted against the inboard shield
thickness and is displayed in figure 612.
Note that the coolant in the FW plays a major role in heat retention, and
that there is a clear reduction in net power losses (1000 to 300 MWth) with increasing shield thickness. No shield at all and water-cooled FW would certainly
lead to the most expensive design. The optimal shield and FW that minimizes
the losses and thereby the cost would point to a 20 cm-thick FS/He-inboard
shield.
By contrast, the STPP point to a 12 cm-thick steel/water-cooled inboard
shield, but it is unclear if this option would favorably meet the design constraints.
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Figure 612: Inboard thermal power losses on shield thickness.

Radiation effects and lifetime Radiation degrades the performance ad
limits the lifetime of the center-post. Although protected by a 20 arn-shield,
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the center-post will still be submitted to high radiation damage. The radiation
effects include
• The embrittlement of the Cu-conductor.
• Neutron-induced change i Cu resistivity due to transmutation.
• Activation of Cu.
• Neutron-induced swelling.
The lifetime is assessed depending on what mechanical failure these radiationinduced effects causes on the center-post, and to what extent the material can
keep its mechanical and electrical properties.
An illustration of the severity of these effects is the damage it would make on
an unshielded center-post. Besides suffering from high heat loads (- 500 MW),
causing tremendous thermal stresses, it becomes brittle after just one day, and
must be replaced every two months to meet the ctivation Class C low-level
waste requirement. With a center-post weighing between 800-900 tons, being
about 2 m in diameter ad about 20 m high, it goes without saying that the
economic and ogistic consequences of such a frequent change-out is not acceptable.
Of the radiation-effects mentioned above the swelling of Cu is the one that
seems to cause the least problem setting a condition on the lifetime. It appears
that the activation of Cu is the predominant factor on limiting the lifetime of
the center-post. It is more critical than the ernbrittlernent of Cu and the change
in resistivity due to transmutations.
As a top level requirement, te center-post sould be disposed of at te end
of its useful lifetime as low-level waste. An other dsign requirement is that the
center-post lifetime should coincide with o exceed, te lifetimes of other parts
of the FPC 2 - 3 FPY) in order to enhance te overall availability of te
system. Based o te waste disposal criteria a center-post with a 20 c sield
extends te lifetime to ore tan the spulate 3 FPY.
Embrittlernenit of te Cu-conductor under irradiation is of concern. All C11alloys that are considered for te center-post become ardened ad ernbrittled
at damage levels of 0.1 dpa. The Cu-conductor eaches tat level only after
a few days of operation a( - 70 dpa for its service ifetime of 6 FPY. Te
omset of enibrittlcnient ad ow te dpa varies in the Cu-corlductor is depicted
in fl-ure 613.
The attainable dpa-levels will ot b a resign constraint fo te center-post
and its lifetime will ot be imited by cinbrittlenient i is own right Bt more
serious is the fact that with a brittle center-post he allowable stress, created by
the heat, is reduced. So, te center-post is designed with a brittle Cu-conductor
in mind, but structural design criteria for ernbrittled aterials need to e considered. This is a area open for more research, ow embrittled materials andle
stress leading to coil failure due to cracks. Also, fr tat purpose, ore radiation resistant Cu-alloy sould be developed to cope with the igh radiation
environments in a ST.
Both te ARIES-ST ad te STPP icactor studies sggest a maintenance
period of two years. The proposed approach is to take advantage of th rlative
ease with which the center-post of a ST can be extracted. It is also WSSUIned tat
the copper rod could be re-used p to tree times. Hence, after removal from the
41
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Figure 613: Radial distribution of dpa at the mid-plane at the end of service
life 6 FPY).

FPC the inboard shield and divertors would be replaced leaving a refurbished
center column assembly. So the center-post is not the component governing
the maintenance period, but rather the outboard blanket parts and divertor
components. Calculating a 30 year lifetime of a plant would therefore require a
minimum of copper center-posts. It is interesting to note in this context that
the replacement cost of the center-post amounts to million dollarlkWh
which constitutes about 1% of COE.
Extending the center-post lifetime would mean to adopt a less restrictive
radiological limit or to increase its volume thereby lowering its waste disposal
rating (WDR) and prolong its use. The drawback of the prolonged lifetime
being that the Joule-losses increases due to more transmutation products in the
copper rod, the increment in COE would amount to 1%. Thus, a 6 year lifetime
of the copper rod would be possible if refurbished every second year. The figure
6.14 displays the center-post change-out procedure 1.
Neutrons degrade the electric performance of the center-post. Neutrons interact with copper and produce transmutations that could change the Cu resistivity significantly, leading to increased Joule-losses. The Cu produces mainly
Ni, Zn and Co as transmutation products. Tese transmutation products build
up in the Cu-rod over time mainly affecting the outermost layers. The change
in resistivity could be as much as 10% when averaged over the center-post
radial dimension and with irradiation time (- 6 FPY). However, this neutroninduced change in resistivity, translates only to a slight increase in Joule-losses
(< 20 MW). The reason for this only slight increase of Joule-losses, is that the
electric current will redistribute in the center-post to avoid the highly irradiated
areas. It is hardly a factor that will make any significant limiting impact on te
center-post lifetime.
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Figure 614: Change of center-post or the whole FPC.

6.1.3

Shield considerations

Although the FW and outboard tritium breeding blanket absorbs many fusion
neutrons, these parts of the FPC are not able to stop every neutron. They are
not thick enough, and making them the so i order to stop every neutron would
not be economically beneficial. There is a need to ame the neutrons in order to
protect the PF-coils, since they are superconducting. Te fact that the PFcoils are super-conducting causes severe emands on the aximum heat load
allowed on the coils and wat aount of radiation they can sstain. Compared
to super-conductive PF magnets, the resistive TF-coil shell as less restrictive
shielding requirements determined by radiological limits. Even tough the otboard blanket over-protects the shell, it does ot povide full protection for te
PF magnets. The PF-coils require aditional shielding, depending on their
location in the FPC; inside or outside te TF-coil sell.
If the PF-coils are located outside te TF-coil shelf, like for STPP (see figure 615) [111, then the blanket and te TF-coil sell could adequately protect
the PF-coils. Te sell itself and te TF-coil finibs will rovid a hielding
function and there is no eed for additional sielding between te blanket ad
the shell.
If the PF agnets are located inside the TF-shell a additional sielding component will be needed between the blanket ad PF-coils, as i the
ARIES-ST (see figure 13 in section 12). Te tickness of tis additional
shield is determined by the permissible radiatio lvel at te, PF-coils and type
of shielding materials. Several aterials could be se(] for te otboard shield.
Among those are included the same ferritic steel and WC considered for the
blanket, together with helium or water as a coolant,. Since te outboard sield
would be so big and therefore assive, it is wise o choose te material care43
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Figure 615: Cross section of the STPP power core.

fully. It could also be proven to be expensive and therefore represent a major
cost item. rom an economic point of view it is cost effective to employ low
cost, less efficient materials (such as ferritic steel and water) rather than highly
efficient, expensive materials (such as WWC and BC). As we have seen, employing water as coolant offers a better shielding than He. The water cooled
shield is noted for its effectiveness, compactness and lightweight, since it can
be made significantly smaller thereby offering low cost. Table 61 demonstrates
the difference in size, weight and cost of an outboard shield offering the same
material but employing two different coolants.
H20

Outboard shield thickness (cm)
Outboard shield mass (tonnes)
Outboard shield cost (Million dollar)
Table

coolant
25
700
30

He coolant
65
3800
120

.1: Comparison of size and cost of candidate outboard shields.

An outboard 25 c thick water cooled shield reduces the radiation damage
on the PF-coils to permissible levels < 3 x 1018 neutrons/cm'). A comparison
between the outboard shield thickness depending on different use of coolants is
shown in figure 616. Permissible radiation levels for a NbTi super-conductor
have to be < 3 x 1018 n/CM2.
The radiation damage of the coil is the defining criteria. A comparison between different shield thicknesses concerning the aximum heat load on the
PF-coil, would indicate that a He-cooled shield could be less that te stipulated 65 cm, but the shield would be too thin to uphold te permissible radiation
level.
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Figure 616: Dependence of neutron radiation on thickness and coolant of outboard shield.
The only concern for the water-cooled shield, is that the heat retained by
the water has to be dumped as low level heat, instead of putting it to use in the
overall power balance as would be the case with He as coolant.
Stated in another way, discarding oly < % of the fusion power in order to
make a thin, less expensive shield do pay off, especially when viewing the cost
for a He cooled shield i table 61.
But why have the PF-coils inside the TF-coil shell and vacuum vessel at
all? If the super-conducting PF magnets were to be placed outside the TF
shell (as proposed by STPP) the problem of extra protective shielding would
be avoided altogether. The answer is not clear. If the purpose is to ring the the
PF-coils closer to the fusion plasma ereby exerting a greater and more precise
control of te fusion plasma utilizing less ower i the FC-coils, it must be a
lost cause since the PF-coil would be super-conducting. Te PF-coils could
easily manage to compensate, since they are super-conducting, te extra power
needed to overcome the added distance fo te fsion plasma by being placed
outside the TF-coil shell. The bnefit of having the TF-coils inside the TF
shell, as in the ARIES-ST, could be that the TF-coil return limbs and its sell
can be made thinner ad hereby lowering the cost substantially i spite of the
need for an inboard shield. A placement of te PF-coils outside te TF sell
would manage without a
board sield, ut it would necessitate a thicker and
more elaborate TF shell construction, cancelling te spared cost of ail inboard
shield.
It would seem that the placement of te, PF-coils would onstitute a design
freedo i the ST power plant concept.

6.2

Compact tokamak

The small size of te CT a
th ned for a igher plasrua density put ven
greater demands on aterials in a CT tan i a conventional tokamak Bt
that need not be a problem since a compact eactor would be designed to op45
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erate at a much shorter time span than a ST, therefore limiting the time the
parts of the FPC are exposed to neutrons and heat from the fusion plasma.
As a consequence, the materials in a CT can be designed with higher heat and
neutron loads in mind.
The two main technological trouble areas arising in a CT power plant concept and the two that will be treated here are
• Tritium breeding and neutron transport.
• Heat loads.
A section will also be presented investigating the possible use of alternative fuels
in a CT.
6.2.1

Tritium breeding

By far the most worrisome problem arising in a CT power plant concept is the
issue of tritium breeding. If D - L is to be used, which is a likely scenario for
the first generation of reactors, it is crucial that we have a TBR of 1.0 or more.
The reason that the TBR is of such concern in a CT is due to the placement
of the toroidal and poloidal field coils. Due to its compact size they have to be
placed inside the tritium breeding blanket and shield, This is depicted nicely in
the Riggatron reactor concept in figure 617. The tritium generating blanket
of the reactor is situated relatively far from the FPC (from figure 619 > 2 m).
Rom figure 617 the tritium generating blanket is visible as the collection of
square shaped channels in which the tritium generating lithium is running. The
principle of tritium breeding is the same as in the ST case and the engineering
and technological issues can be treated in the same fashion, at least when it
comes to the tritium generating blanket (see section 61.1).
The main question concerning the CT, is simply if too much of the fusion
neutrons are absorbed by the coils, so that there remain too few to breed tritium
in the surrounding blanket. The task is to treat the neutron transport through
the coils with an overall TBR > .0 in mind.
This is done in the Riggatron reactor study where a TBR in excess of 1.0
has been obtained 201. The calculation is done modelling the neutron leakage
through the magnets and taking into account the energy distribution of the
neutrons. This is a realistic treatment since not all fusion neutrons will emerge
from the plasma with an energy of 14.1 MeV.
The simulation shows that the leakage of the neutrons through the coils is
not uniform across the neutron energy range and hence the tritium breeding is
different for every neutron energy level. This is clearly visible in figure 6J8 It
is interesting to note that the neutron transport (leakage) through the coils is
at its greatest for the high energy 14.1 MeV neutrons, while tritium breeding
mainly takes place on the thermal energy end < MeV) of the neutron energy.
This corresponds well with the calculation of te TBR in section 5.1, where te
largest tritium production takes place at the low energy end < 4 MeV) of the
fusion neutrons (see equation 5.6) section 5.1).
Simulations from this model yields a TBR of 117 for the Riggatron reactor concept 20]. This shows that a CT with its field coils inside te tritium
generating blanket can meet the required value of TBR > .O. However, effects
of additional structure between the magnets and the blanket have not been
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Li
Figure 617: The

iggatron fusion power core ad tritium breeding blanket.

considered. Tis is certain to ave negative bearing on tritium breeding in te
blanket due to additional absorption of eutrons. One ca oly conclude tat
• TBR of 1.0 or more i a CT power plant will ot he as easily attained a in
• conventional tokamak. It will ost crtainly acquire elaborate egineering.
To prove the point of te difficulties ivolve i
ttaining a TB
> 0
and to pt this simulated Riggatron TBR value of 117 ito pspective we
can perform a crude up front calculation o the required TBR of te blanket.
The model of the Riggatron tokamak is even saller ta te proposed size
of Ignitor (see figure 619) and the sggested tickness of te toroidal agnets
would be just 7 cm looking radially otward from the center of the torus cross
section. With this thickness of the magnet's and an stimation of te fraction
the agnets cover of the torus surface rea it is possible to ake a crude Calculation of the fraction of te total number of neutrons absorbed by te coils.
The calculation is based o a I - D approach, looking oly radially otward
from the torus cross section area and assuming nutron transport oly i tat
direction. In doing so we can apply te bsorption formula (5.5) used in section
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Figure 618: Coil neutron leakage and tritium breeding for Riggatron.

5.1 and the microscopic copper absorption cross section to calculate the fraction
of neutrons absorbed by the coils.
Let 0 be the neutron flux originating from the fusion plasma before it
hits the coils. The fraction of the torus surface area covered by the coils can be
estimated to - 0% (a very difficult estimation to make). So by this argument,
roughly 50% of the neutrons are untouched to continue their travel to the tritium generating blanket. The other 50% will be submitted to absorption in the
coils. To put the absorption formula into use, we need the macroscopic cross
section, calculated in the same fashion as in section 5.1 with the formula 5.4).
Assuming that the coils mainly are composed of copper we have; the copper
density, pc, = 896 glcIM3; copper atomic mass, AC,, = 63.546 g/mole; Avogadros constant, NA
6022 x 1023 mole-' and the microscopic copper cross
section,
= 217 x 1-21 M2. This leads to a macroscopic copper cross
section of C,, = 0184 cm-'. Putting this cross section to use in formula (5.5)
in section 5.1 and keeping in mind that the thickness of the coils is represented
by x = 7 cm, we get the fraction of the neutron flux that leaves the coils
on the outer side as
Oc,,i = 0.50oe-7E,- = 0.1380o
With the neutron flux uaffected by the coils we get the total useful neutron
flux
) available for tritium breeding in the blanket as
=

.500 + 0,jj

= 06400

So by this argument, only 64% of the neutrons would be available for tritium
breeding. The consequence of neutron absorption in the coils is tat greater
demand is put on the TBR in the blanket. In order to reach the necessary
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Figure 6.19: A cross sectional side view of the Riggatron reactor.

overall condition of TBR > .0 te intrinsic TBR of the blanket is required to
be 064-1, which corresponds to a TBR 156. Stich a igh value of the TBR
is very hard to reach and would require very elaborate engineering. One of the
highest TBR's theoretically calculated is 140 [15].
Furthermore, the area covering fraction of 50VO by te
coils could be seen
overly optimistic (it would seem that they cover a greater iside torus area). If
they would cover as much as 75% tis will tanslate to only 46% of te
nutrons
being available for tritium breeding, putting an ven greater demand on the
TBR.
However, these negative effects on neutron transport troug

te

coils

ould

be alleviated to some extent by the use of neutron
ultiplier i te
blanket.
The use of Beryllium (Be) could serve as a multiplier i tile first wall of the
blanket to boost the fraction of eutrons available for tritium breeding tereby
lowering the required TBR. It is unclear tough, ow
uc tat
fraction can be
boosted. It would see
tat
a icrease i the order 25 - 30% of te available
neutrons is necessary i order to lower te TBR to practical attainable levels.
Wit or
odel with a nutron flux of
= 0640( a 25% icrease translates
to
=
with a

0.80(po, leading to a required TBR
overall TBR of oly
1.0 wich is too

120. Bt
arginal ad

ven so we remain
constitute a highly

unsatisfactory situation.
In order to reach the sh-nulated TBR of 117 i the Riggatron study, te
available eutrons for reeding have to b
oosted with rtiore than 25% after
clearing te

coils.

If the increase of te

neutrons

y

ultipliers would b

in

the order of 40 - 0%, the neutron flux would h increased to
=
870(0 = 09600. This in trn
woul lad to a rquired TBR of 120 - 130 of he
blanket to meet the demand of all overall TBR of 117. It has to be said tat
a TBR of 117 is not a definite goal i itself. As ague i capter
a overall
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TBR of 1.10 is more than adequate for any type of tokamak using D - T as
fuel.
A decrease of the thickness of the coils would enable a higher neutron flux
through the coils. A thickness of 6 cm instead of 7 cm leads to a 75% higher
flux, which in turn, with a 30% neutron boost leads to a required TBR of 128
to meet an overall TBR = 110. The perceived value of TBR = 117 for the
Riggatron tokamak must be viewed upon as the intrinsic TBR of the blanket
and the effects of neutron absorption in the coils diminish that TBR with the
same fraction that get absorbed by the coils. To meet the overall requirement
of TBR = .10 we need at least the fraction 110/1.17 = 094 of the neutrons
unshaved by the coils. This suggest, with a coil thickness of 7 cm and a boosted
neutron fraction of - 50%, that such a figure is attainable.
As a conclusion to this argument one can say that the all important factor
governing tritium breeding in a CT is the neutron transport through the coils.
The more neutrons that are absorbed, the higher TBR is required in the blanket
or a higher neutron fraction boost is required by neutron multipliers. In our
model this region is set to 40 - 50% in order for it to work. Still, it remains a
daunting task to resolve the tritium breeding problem and will most certainly
require elaborate engineering.
6.2.2

Alternative fuels

It is by considering alternative fuels (other than D - T that the tricky issue
of tritium breeding can be avoided altogether. As indicated in section 13 the
use of D - D or He 3 - D could be an alternative to D - T in a CT. By the
use of either D - D or He 3 - D as fuel the whole issue of tritium breeding is
superfluous. If D - D is to be used no breeding at all is required, since D is
relatively abundant in nature or cheap and easy to manufacture. If D - He3
is to be used as fuel the matter of obtaining He 3 has to be resolved since it
naturally only can be found on the moon!
However, the use of such fuels comes at a price. The reactivity is considerable
less for either fusion processes D - D or HO - D compared to D - T (see figure
3.1 section 31). A plasma ion temperature of 12 keV corresponds to a reactivity
of < OV >;Z: 1-24
M3/S for D - D (even less for He 3 - D
i.e. a reactivity
more than 100 times less than for D - T.
If the same fusion condition (temperature) and configuration is considered
as for Ignitor (table 42 section 42), the lower reactivity translates to a higher
required plasma density in order to merge the two fusion constituents D - D.
We get a required density of n z 6 x 1022 M-3 for D - D, about six times as
great as required for D - T. This in turn leads to a Greenwald ratio of 32 and
a wall heat load P,, = 89 MW/M2. It goes without saying that these values
are intolerable.
The conclusion being, that the use of fuels other than D - T in a CT leads
to a higher required plasma density leading in turn to greater heat loads. The
only way to manage this problem is to increase the torus area, i.e. increase the
size of the reactor, thereby loosing the compact concept.
It is only a matter of how far one is willing to go. In the case of eploying
D - D, the size of the reactor has to be doubled at least', in order to meet the
2Compared to the configurations suggested in this study
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constraints. If that is an option economically and conceptually, ten the use of
D - D could be considered as stated in section 22.
The possibility of increasing the ion temperature in order to increase the
reactivity of the fusion constituents offers a way of minimizing the required
plasma density. Looking again at figure 31 section 31 the reactivity for He 3 -D
at T-- 200 keV is roughly the same as for D - T at T 12 keV, but reaching
such heights in ion temperature 200 keV ; 23 billion'C) is certainly no easy
task, let alone the negative implication it has on the beta value. Using equation
(3.3) in section 31 the beta value spirals away to a lofty
43%, which is way
above the tolerable value of - 5% for a CT.
The use of D - D or He 3- D as fuel for the first generation of CT's will
probably not be an option. The tritium breeding issue has better to be resolved.
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Chapter 7

Fusion potential
What does the future have in store for the CT and ST power plant concept? If
they can be made to work properly on a technologically and economically viable
level there is no question that either one of these tokamak power plant concepts
will offer a superior advantage when it comes to COE (Cost Of Electricity,
price/kWh) over a conventional tokamak. This stems from the fact that both
configurations can be realized at a vastly reduced cost compared to a conventional tokamak. Since the price of a future power plant will scale as its weight,
this assumption is not such a bold prediction.
But what are the chances of any of the CT or ST power plant concepts making it all the way, and who has the edge over the other? We shall here attempt
to outline an operating scenario for both machines and make a comparison of
the fusion potential between the two tokamak configurations in the light of a
daring economic outlook.
Following these remarks a short summary will follow together with some
kind of a verdict!

7.1

Operating scenario

7.1.1

Spherical tokamak

A ST power plant would be designed to operate at a steady state, meaning
that there is an ongoing fusion process in the core. This is referred to as a
burning plasma, a plasma that ideally can sustain the fusion reactions on its
own accord without additional external heating. This continuous running of
the reactor enables an effective thermal conversion in the heat exchanger since a
coolant would enter the exchanger at its maximum temperature thereby making
it operate to capacity all the time. During operation the machine would have
no down-time, i.e. time when no fusion reactions take place, this is in contrast
to the CT.
Although operating at a steady state the ST cannot do so during its entire
lifetime. As pointed out in section 61 an operating window of 2 - 3 FPY is
estimated for a ST power plant before the FPC needs a change-out. During
this change-out procedure there can be no power production and hence tile
availability of te plant is reduced with the time of te change-out. For ARIESST an availability of 75% is estimated, implicating that during a four year
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stretch the ST reactor would only produce electricity three of those four years.
The power produced during that time would amount to 1000 - 1200 M W, which
would be a typical figure for a ST (see section 41). This figure corresponds to
8. - 10.5 TWh per year' for a ST power plant. This corresponds to about
one fission reactor of today. Fuel cost is reduced to a inimum since a ST is
tritium self sufficient. The cost of running a ST during its projected lifetime
of - 30 FPY would amount to the cost of the FPC change-outs and regular
maintenance.
7.1.2

Compact tokamak

Contrary to a ST, a CT power plant could probably never operate at a steady
state scenario, the heat stress and radiation damage on materials will be too
great. Instead it would operate with a pulse, which is a short driven burn during
which the fusion reactions takes place. This burn would be followed by a longer
cooling period 2. The power output is spread out during this cooling period,
meaning that the heat retention is an ongoing process while the fusion process is
not. The implication is that the coolant will not operate at a perceived full heat
capacity during the cooling period. Going into the heat exchanger the coolant
would gradually be less effective towards the end of the downtime, dropping
from - 400'C to - 00 'C when a new burn sequence is initiated. This means
that the heat retention is not uniform during the down-time, but since the CT
is a driven machine the power output can be increased during the down-time to
offset this effect, thanks to that no power is needed for plasma heating during
the down-time. The perceived net power output of 100 - 200 MW (see section
4.2) for a single CT reactor can oly be viewed as the power output dw-iny te
burn-time even though heat retention is a ongoing process during te downtime of the machine. This power output is calculated with the Lawson criterion
in mind and it is the power produced only we fsion reactions takes place.
Any CT power plant ust take tis downtime under consideration. It is
unclear though, how long te burn-thne can be tretched ad the downtime
reduced in order to
aximize the power output. Tis ratio, burn-tinle (B,)
to owntime (Dt), is certainly guided by ow frequent the, change-outs of the
FPC have to be. Te higher te ratio, the more hange-outs are required. Te
effective power output is ten calculated through
Pef f
Out

B,
OUt D,

(7.1)

The power output of a sngle CT ractor can probably b stretched to P, 200 MW, which is possible considering the restraining parameters (see sction
4.2). With a burn-time of Tnin and owntime of 25 min3 tis leads together
with 71 to a et power otput of Pff = 40 A1W.
A likely scenario for a CT powerO'tplant would be to run several reactors in
parallel. Tis would enable it to yield te same power output as one ST 1000 11 year = 8760 h and I W
I Jls = 3600 /h leading o 1000 x 8760 MWI = 8.8 TWh 3.1 X 1016 J per year!
2The figures 20 s for a burn and 3 h for the owntime ar gven for oerating te experimental
achine FIRE 4 A power plant will havc a longer bur ad Shorter dwntime.
3A very difficult estimation to make bt it is fair to a."unic inuch better figures than for
FIRE.
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1200 MW) and at the same time operate virtually with a 00% availability. To
be able to make a direct comparison with a 000 MW ST power plant, we
consider here 25 reactors in parallel or an operating scheme of x reactors
running at min intervals. This kind of set-up would lead to a 1000 MW output
and hereby facilitate a comparison with the ST (but it is also a likely scenario
in its own right). The change-out of the FPC would be more frequent than in
a ST, but since the reactors are run in parallel one reactor at a time can have
its FPC replaced, simply disconnecting it during the change-out procedure,
while letting the others continue operating to full capacity. This would be a
tremendous advantage over the ST concept since it allows an almost continuous
power production during the lifetime of the plant.
Despite the immediate appeal of this parallel setup, it is still unclear how
frequent the change-out of the FPC has to be. Despite the pulsed nature of
the operation it has to be replaced more often than its ST counterpart due to
higher allowed heat loads. The upside being that the FPC is that much cheaper
for a CT than for a ST.
Perhaps this argument could be taken one step further, allowing the CT to
run at maximum capacity of the copper coils throughout its lifetime, allowing
still higher heat loads and even shorter lifetime of the FPC. The implication is
to stretch the burn-time and shorten the down-time as much as possible for a
given reactor, simply not caring of how short the resulting lifetime of FPC will
be. This would call for a smaller (and cheaper) FPC than FIRE or Ignitor
have, rather like the one suggested for the iggatron CT 6 The idea is to
view the FPC and its copper coils as fuel, which you burn and dispense of
when used up. These Riggatron FPC's (see figure 617 page 47) would be
mass produced and cost-accounted for as fuel and have a perceived lifetime of
- 1000 hours. With a price of - I million dollar4 (probably twice that figure
today) each FPC would equal 3 - 4 dollar for a barrel of oil' based on the
fusion energy it produces.

7.2

Economic outlook

In an attempt to compare these two tokamak configurations on an economical
level some rather daring estimations have to be made. First, it is estimated for
a Riggatron type of CT reactor that the FPC only constitutes about - 10%
of the total reactor cost 6 The remaining 90% would be for structure, heat
exchangers, turbines, and all other buildings and constructions needed for a full
scale power plant. The conclusion concerning a power plant of 25 Riggatron
type of CT's would be a total plant cost of - 500 million dollar. The cost of
ARIES-ST has been estimated to - 4 billion dollar 21].
A simplified model would take into account:
9 Operating characteristics for a ST
- 75% availability.
- FPC change-out every 2-year.
41981

figure

5CUrrent rnarket value - 30 dollar
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- One power producing reactor.
- Net power output P,t

= 1000 MW.

9 Operating characteristics for a CT
- 100% availability (in reality slightly less).
- FPC change-out every 2-month.
- 25 power producing reactors.
- Total net power output P,t

= 100

MV.

We also assume that the two configurations roughly require the same maintenance cost in order to run the power plant, therefore it is left out in the cost
comparison. The most difficult cost estimation to make is on the FPC of the
ST, it is taken here to be 50 million dollar (21]. Further, for simplicity we
consider a power plant lifespan of 40 years'. Now, we can make a brute cost
calculation for each configuration respectively (every entry in million dollar).
Entry
Total plant cost
Cost of FPC change-outs
Sum
Table 71: Table over te

ST
4000
750
4750

CT
500
12000
12500

cost comparison for the ST and CT configurations.

Worth noting is the significantly higher cost fo te FPC's in a CT power
plant compared to that for a ST, despite them being much ore expensive.
Behind the figure of 12000 million dolla i no ore than 6 x 40
240 changeouts per reactor, making it 6000 FPC's required over te whole lifetime of tile
power plant. For comparison the ST power plant requires oly 15 changes of
the FPC during its lifetime.
Does tis mean that te ST offers a ette dal? Although te cost estimate
for te ST power plant points to a 7750
illion dollar lower figure than for a
CT power plant it as not take te power producing tim fctor into accounts
Over the 40 year lifetime a ST power plant will only yield electricity in 32
of those years, while te 25 parallel CT setup will deliver its power output of
1000 1W continuously throughout its lifetime. Th iplication of tis argument being, that if the value of the power produced y tile CT power plant
over these additional years srpasses that, of 7750 TIUM011, d011(ir ten it Will
triumph over the ST power plant concept. Tis would probably be te case.
The sum of 12500 Million
dollar for a CT power plant producing 1000 1W
over a 40 year period results i a COE -_ 036 SEKIkWh wich is a rlevant
figure.
Everything hinges o te ratio burn-time to down-time for a single CT reactor. If it could be
ade bigger it would ave a tremendous ipact oi te
economy of a CT power plant A bigger natio nican fwer reactors needed for
tile same power output. A burn/down-ratio of 12, istead of 1/5 as ill or
model calculation, would ea tat we could anage with only 10 CT reactors
in parallel for a 1000 MW powe otput. Tis will translate over te 40 yar
6Real time not power producing time
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lifetime of the power plant to 2400 change-outs of the FPC amassing to the
total figure of 4800 million dollar, a significant lower figure than our proposed
12000 million dollar. It is safe to say that the reactor economy of a CT power
plant will be determined by the frequency of the FPC change-outs. The installation cost of a CT power plant will not be a defining factor, which will be the
case for a ST power plant.
This argumentation has many flaws and simplifications, but it nevertheless
gives some indications of the proportions and difficulties that are involved when
talking about the two specific tokamak power plant configurations. The point
most open for debate is the change-out frequency of the FPC in a CT, it probably could be reduced but then the machine would have to be pulsed for shorter
time intervals. The suggestion of - 6 times a year is based on a Riggatron type
of FPC with a tightly pulsed fusion plasma. Nevertheless it is fair to assume
that from a purely economical outlook the CT power plant probably has the
edge over the ST.

7.3

Summary and conclusions

In trying to evaluate the fusion potential of either a ST or CT future power
plant several values have to be extrapolated, assumptions have to be made and
corners have to be cut. Both physical issues concerning the fusion plasma and
technological issues concerning the whole FPC have to be resolved before any
serious attempt of building a power plant can be initiated.
As we have seen in section 4 a net power output of - 100 - 1200 MW
and - 10 - 200 MW is quite possible for each single ST and CT reactor
respectively without straying too far from fusion parameters obtained in fusion
experiments to date. But the technological implications that these power outputs of the tokamak have upon material and engineering of the FPC are more
difficult to grasp. Many proposed materials for the FPCby power plant studies
and simulations do not yet have the desired properties to withstand the extreme
conditions arising in a tokamak. The uncertainties of extrapolating values from
existing physics and material databases are evident.
Both reactor configurations show promising results. It is conceivable that
the ST is closer to being realized as a future power plant than the CT. The
reactor studies performed are more developed and elaborate concerning the ST
than the CT. However, although that is the situation today, the CT has so
many appealing features that if both configurations were to work as planned
the CT would emerge as a clear favorite.
It seems that the only way to find out is to build a reactor in order to sort
out the difficulties and evaluate the fusion potential.
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Appendix A

T-itium

consumfion

Here follows a detailed layout of how much tritium in kg is needed for producing
1 MW of fusion energy per day.
We know that every tritium nuclei will yield 17.6 MeV. This fusion energy
corresponds to
17.6 MeV

+-

17.6 x 1.6. IO-'9 J = 2.8.

10-12 j

(A. )

One tritium nucleus weigh 3 x 1.67. 10-27 kg = 5.0 1-27
kg. This figure gives
us the number of tritium nucleus/kg as #Tlkg = (5. - 10-27) -1 = 20 1026.
Together with (A.1) this gives us the total developed energy for I kg of
tritium as
Energylkg = 2.0.

1026

2.8.

10-12

.11kg

5.6

108

AlJlkg

(A. 2)

Now, one day corresponds to 24 x 3600 s = 86400 so we have I s 186400 day
and I MJ = I MWs, leading to I MJ = 186400 MWday Tis together with
(A.2) gives us the required tritium (T i g pr A1W per (lay as
56 IO"

I
86400

This corresponds to 154

kg/]VlWday = 154
M

10-4

kg1A11Wday

of tritium consumed pr A1W per day!
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%Scenario for the spherical

tokamak with its

parameters..

cear;
-kL3.745;
a:=2;
Ip=28.433;
R:=:3.2;
Bz=:2 082;
A=2.5;
eta=1/3;
e=1.6
sigmav=0.28*
(-21);
Efus=17.6*10-6;
E-alpha=3.5
6;
a1pha=2.7*10-(-39);
T--16*10^3;
V=850;
Afea=670;
*JOA(_19);

JOA

*JOA

n=linspace(1*1V20
210'20);
P-)ut=(1000*10^6:100*10'6:1300*10^6);
for i=l:length(Pout)
P=Pout(i);
n-O(i)=fzero('f',1.6*10^20,[],P);
e,-ld

%Creating an interval
%out for a spherical

fr
the net power
tokamak.

%Solves the function for its
zero value,
%this
yields
the critical
density.

n-G=IP/(pi*a'2)*1020
9reenwald-ratio=n-O./n_G
figured);
Plot(Poutgreenwald-ratio)
grid;
title('The
Greewald ratio
as a function of net power out');
xlabel('Net
power out P-{out} in
[WI');
Ylabel('Greenwald ratio
n/n-{G)');
Pfus=n-O.^2/4*sigmav*e*Efus;
tau=l./((Pout/v-eta*(n-O.^2)/4*sigmav*e*Efus).*l/(eta-l)-alpha*n-O.^2*sqrt(T*e
))*3.*n -0.*e*T;
Ploss=alpha*n-O.
2*sqrt(e*T)+3*n-O.*e*T./tau;
Pheat=(Pfus+Ploss).*V;
P'wall=Pheat./Area
A

figure(2);
Plot
(Pout,
of id;

wall)

title('Heat
load on first
wall as function of net power output.');
xlabel('Net
power output P-fout} in
W');
Ylabel(,Wall heat load P{Wall) in
[W/m^[2)11);

%Scenario for a compact

tokamak with its

parameters.

clear;
k=1.83;
a=0.47;
IP=11;
R=1.32B=13;
A=2.5;
eta=1/3;
e=1.6*10^(
sigmav=0.13*10'(-21);
Efus=17.6*10'6;
E_alpha=3.5*10'6;
alpha=l.7*l0^(-38);
T=11*10'3;
V=10;
Area36;
n=linspace(1*10'20,
16*10^21);
Pout=(100*10^6:10*10^6:400*10'6);
for i=l:length(Pout)
P=Pout(i);
n-O(i)=fzero('g',1.5*10^21,[],P);

%Creating an interval
for the net powe%out for a compact tokamak.

end

%this

%Solves the function
yields

for its

the critical

zero value

density.

n-G=Ip/(Pi*a^2)*10-20
greenwald-ratio=n_O./n_G;
figured);
plot(Poutgreenwald-ratio)
grid;
title('The
Greewald ratio
as a function of net power out');
xlabel('Net
power out P_{out} in
WI');
ylabel('Greenwald ratio
n/n-JG)');
P-alpha=n-O.'2/4*sigmav*e*E_alpha;
Pfus=n-O.^2/4*sigmav*e*Efus;
tau=l./((Pout/V-eta*(n_O.^2)/4*sigmav*e*Efus).*I/(eta-l)-alpha*n-O.^2*sqrt(T*e
))*3.*n-O.*e*T;
Ploss=alpha*n-O.'2*sqrt(e*T)+3*n-O.*e*T./tau;
Pheat=(P-a1pha+Ploss).*V;
Pwall=Pheat./Area
figure(2);
plot(PoutPwall)
grid;
title('Heat
load on first
wall as function of net power output.');
xlabel('Net
power output P-(outj in
[WI');
ylabel('Wall heat load P_(Wal1j in
[W/m^{2jI,);

%Function f that
takes two arguments;
%out Pout of the reactor.
Parameters

the critical
density n and the net power
for a spherical tokamak.

function y=f(nPout)
Pin=27.6*1V6;
k=3.745;
a=2;
IP=28.433;
R=3.2;
B=2.082;
A=2.5;
eta=1/3;
e=1.6*10-(-19);
sigmav=0.28*10'(-21);
Efus=17.6*106;
alpha=1.7*10"'(-38);
T=16*10'3;
V=850;
Pfus=n.^2/4*sigmav*e*Efus;
tau=((Pout/V-eta.*(n.2)./4*sigmav*e*Efus).*l/(eta-l)-alpha.*(n.^2).*sqrt(T*e)
).^(-l)*3.*n.*e*T;
A

Ploss=alpha*n. 2*sqrt(e*T)+3.*n*e*T./tau;
%Pin=eta.*(Pfus+Ploss).*V-Pout;
Y-(0.053*IP-1.06*R1.9*a-(-0.11)*k^0.66*(n./lO^20).^0.17*B^0.32*A^0.4l./(Pin*1
0^(-6)).^0.67)-tau;

"-Function g
ut
Pout of

function

takes
two
the
reactor.

arguments,
the
critical
These parameters

are

y=g(nPout)

%Pin=20*10^6;
k=1.83;
a=0.47;
Ip=11;
R=1.32;
B=13;
A=2.5;
eta=1/3;
e=1.6*10'(-19);
sigmav=0.13*10^(-21);
Efus=17.6*10'6;
alpha=1.7*10^(-38);
T=11*10^3;
V=10;
Pfus=n.'2/4*sigmav*e*Efus;
tau=l./((Pout/V-eta*(n.'2)/4*sigmav*e*Efus)*I/(eta-l)-alpha*n.^2*sqrt(T*e)).*3
.*n*e*T;
Ploss=alpha*n.^2*sqrt(e*T)+3.*n*e*T./tau;
Pin=eta.*(Pfus+Ploss).*V-Pout;
%Y=0.053*IP'1.06*R^1.9*a^(-0.11)*k^0.66*(n./10-20).'0.17*B-0.32*A^0.4l./(Pin.*
10^(-6)).^0.67-tau;
y=0.144*Ip^0.93*R^1.39*a^0.58.*(n./10^20).^0.41*B^0.15*A-0.19*k^0.78./(Pin.*10
-(-6)).^0.69-tau;

density
to
fit

n
a

and the
compact

net
power
reactor.

ouLp

